Hyperuricemia in Childhood Primary Hypertension

Daniel I. Feig, Richard J. Johnson

Abstract—Experimental animal models suggest that uric acid might have a pathogenic role in the early development of primary hypertension. We hypothesized that serum uric acid is correlated with blood pressure in children with new-onset, untreated, primary hypertension. We evaluated 125 consecutive children referred to the Baylor Pediatric Renal Program for evaluation of hypertension. None of the subjects had previously been evaluated or treated for hypertension. The children ranged in age from 6 to 18 years (mean, 13.4±3.3) and had normal renal function (creatinine clearance >80 mL·min⁻¹·1.73 m⁻²). Sixty-three children had primary hypertension, 40 had secondary hypertension, and 22 had white-coat hypertension. Forty controls with normal blood pressure were recruited from the renal clinic. Uric acid levels were directly correlated with systolic (r=0.80, P=0.0002) and diastolic (r=0.66, P=0.0006) blood pressure in controls and in subjects with primary hypertension and were independent of renal function. Serum uric acid concentrations >5.5 mg/dL were found in 89% of subjects with primary hypertension, in 30% with secondary hypertension, in 0% with white-coat hypertension, and in 0% of controls. We conclude that serum uric acid is directly correlated with blood pressure in untreated children and that a serum uric acid value >5.5 mg/dL in an adolescent being evaluated for hypertension strongly suggests primary hypertension as opposed to white-coat or secondary hypertension. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that uric acid might have a role in the early pathogenesis of primary hypertension. (Hypertension. 2003;42:247-252.)
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Hypertension, the most common form of cardiovascular disease, is present in nearly 25% of adults and increases in prevalence with age. Hypertension results in increased morbidity and mortality by dramatically escalating the risk of myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, stroke, peripheral vascular disease, and renal failure.1,2

Several clinical and laboratory observations are consistent with the hypothesis that uric acid might be important in the development of primary hypertension in humans. An association of gout with hypertension was first noted in 1879.3 Twenty-five percent to 40% of adult patients with untreated hypertension have hyperuricemia (>6.5 mg/dL), and many more have a high-normal serum uric acid value (5.0 to 6.5 mg/dL).4,5 The relation between uric acid and blood pressure (BP) is continuous and is observed in both African-Americans and whites.6 Furthermore, hyperuricemia predicts the development of, and is an independent risk factor for, hypertension.7,8 Finally, we demonstrated that hyperuricemic rats develop hypertension9 followed by preglomerular arteriopathy.10 Early hypertension is dependent on the renin-angiotensin system and nitric oxide pathways9; however, once preglomerular vascular disease develops, hypertension is driven by the kidney, and lowering uric acid levels is no longer protective.11 If substantiated in humans, then prevention of the renal microvascular lesions during childhood might reduce the incidence of long-term hypertension.

Although hypertension is less common in children and adolescents, evidence suggests that the roots of adult hypertension are present in childhood.12 Elevated BP in childhood is an excellent predictor of hypertension in adulthood.13,14 Numerous studies have demonstrated end-organ damage, including left ventricular hypertrophy15 and microalbuminuria,16 in many hypertensive children. Consequently, prevention of hypertension is the best means for avoiding long-term morbidity and mortality.

Pediatric hypertension often results from underlying renal, cardiovascular, or endocrine disease. Thirty percent to 60% of hypertensive children have an identifiable etiology.17,18 The most common causes are renal parenchymal diseases, whereas cardiovascular and endocrine etiologies are less frequent.19 Because pediatric hypertension is often secondary, children undergo meticulous laboratory and radiologic evaluation.19 Forty percent to 70% of hypertensive children do not have an identifiable etiology and are diagnosed with primary hypertension. The likelihood is greater among children diagnosed during adolescence or those with a significant family history for hypertension.20 Children with primary hypertension are frequently obese (50%) and almost universally progress to adult hypertension.20
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In this report, we evaluated 125 consecutive children who were referred to the Baylor Pediatric Renal section with newly diagnosed hypertension. We hypothesized that the relation of serum uric acid to BP would be particularly strong in subjects with new-onset and untreated hypertension. A nearly linear relation was found between serum uric acid and BP. Furthermore, during the initial evaluation for hypertension in children with normal renal function, a serum uric acid level $>5.5$ mg/dL strongly suggests the diagnosis of primary hypertension and is inconsistent with a diagnosis of white-coat hypertension.

**Methods**

**Patient Population**

One hundred twenty-five children, aged 6 to 18 years, referred consecutively to the Pediatric Renal Clinic for hypertension, were screened for serum uric acid levels. Normotensive controls (n=40) were referred for hematuria, proteinuria, or enuresis. All subjects and controls had normal renal function (Schwartz formula, creatinine clearance $>80$ mL·min$^{-1}$·1.73 m$^{-2}$). The study was approved by the Baylor Institutional Review Board.

**Diagnosis of Hypertension**

Hypertension was defined in accordance with the Second National Task Force on High Blood Pressure in Children and Adolescents as systolic or diastolic BP $>95$th percentile for age, height, and gender on 3 consecutive visits.17 Each data point was the mean of 3 relaxed, seated, right arm readings with a blood pressure monitor (Dinamap) and cuff of an appropriate size.17 Subjects with confirmed hypertension and no identified cause of secondary hypertension were diagnosed with primary hypertension.

**Diagnosis of White-Coat Hypertension**

Children with systolic and diastolic BP indices (ratio of BP to 95th percentile $<1.2$) underwent 24-hour ambulatory BP monitoring. Children with higher BP indices had a very low probability of white-coat hypertension21 and were at sufficient risk that it would have been unethical to withhold treatment for study purposes. These children remained in the study because to exclude all severely hypertensive children could have severely biased the results, and only clinical BP measurements were used for analysis. Ambulatory BP monitoring was performed with a commercially available device (SpaceLabs 90217) for 24 hours with measurements every 20 minutes. Activity diary defined sleep periods. Monitor data were considered adequate when $>75\%$ of measurements were successful. We used a more conservative definition of white-coat hypertension than most authors21–25 by requiring that ambulatory BP monitoring data reveal mean daytime and 24-hour systolic and diastolic BP $<95$th percentile relative to normative data26 and that 24-hour systolic and diastolic BP loads be $<25\%$, despite in-clinic hypertension.

**Evaluation of Hypertension**

Laboratory analyses, performed at Texas Children’s Hospital Clinical Laboratory, included blood tests for the evaluation of serum electrolytes, blood urea nitrogen, creatinine, calcium, uric acid, renin, and thyroid function tests. Glomerular filtration rate (GFR) was calculated by the Schwartz formula. Complete urinalyses were performed by the nephrology faculty. Hypertensive patients underwent a renal ultrasound with Doppler and a dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) renal perfusion scan. Subjects with abdominal bruits, suggestive history (William’s syndrome, neurofibromatosis, or family history of fibromuscular dysplasia), suggestive ultrasound findings (renal asymmetry or Doppler abnormalities), or severe hypertension and elevated plasma renin levels underwent renal angiography (9 children). Urinary catecholamines, to screen for pheochromocytoma, were collected in children with severe hyper-tension (30 mm Hg $>95$th percentile); complaints of diaphoresis, flushing, and/or palpitations; or a family history of catecholamine-secreting tumors.

**Statistical Analysis**

Significance testing of the difference between means was done by a paired 2-tailed Student t test, and correlations were assessed by Pearson coefficients. ANOVA was used to test for differences owing to covariates and multiple-regression modeling to distinguish the contribution of body mass index (BMI) to the effect of uric acid on BP. All statistical analyses were performed with commercially available software (Statistica 6.0, StatSoft).

**Results**

**Patient Population**

Among the 125 children evaluated for hypertension, 63 had essential hypertension, 40 had secondary hypertension, and 22 had white-coat hypertension. Fifty percent of the population with essential hypertension is consistent with the reported prevalence in adolescent populations.20 The majority of children with secondary hypertension had renal parenchymal scars leading to renin-mediated hypertension (32 children). Other etiologies included renal artery stenosis in 3 (2 of whom also had William’s syndrome), pheochromocytoma (2 patients), coarctation of the aorta (2 patients), and 1 with the syndrome of apparent mineralocorticoid excess.

The clinical and laboratory characteristics of the children are shown in the Table. The data presented are mean±SD. A moderate male predominance was found in all groups. Based on nominal interpretation of the 2-tailed t test, there were no significant differences in gender distribution, age, or height between the controls and the subject diagnostic groups. The children with primary and white-coat hypertension were heavier than controls, and the greater weight was reflected in their greater BMIs and body surface area. Because normal BMI varies significantly in 6- to 18-year-olds, BMI percentile for age was used for comparison rather than the BMI itself. No significant differences in age, height, or GFR were found between controls and the subjects.

**Serum Uric Acid Levels**

Figure 1 shows the serum uric acid levels for children in each group of the cohort. The mean serum uric acid level (±SD) in controls was $3.6±0.8$ mg/dL. The mean serum uric acid value was the same in children with white-coat hypertension ($3.6±0.7$ mg/dL, $P=0.80$) but was significantly elevated in children with primary ($6.7±1.3$ mg/dL, $P=0.000004$) and secondary ($4.3±1.4$ mg/dL, $P=0.008$) hypertension.

A serum uric acid level $>5.5$ mg/dL was useful in identifying children with primary hypertension. Fifty-six of 63 children (89%) with primary hypertension had a serum uric acid value $>5.5$ mg/dL, whereas this value was present in only 12 of 40 children (30%) with secondary hypertension, 0 of 22 children with white-coat hypertension, and 0 of 40 controls. In this population of children with normal renal function who were undergoing initial evaluation for hypertension, a serum uric acid value $>5.5$ mg/dL had a positive predictive value of 82% for primary hypertension. The sensitivity and specificity of a serum uric acid value $>5.5$ mg/dL for primary hypertension were 87% and 86%, respec-
tively. In this population, a serum uric acid value >5.5 mg/dL strongly supports the diagnosis of primary hypertension and essentially excludes the diagnosis of white-coat hypertension.

### Correlation Between Serum Uric Acid and Systolic and Diastolic BP

Because the children with primary hypertension had no identifiable etiology for their elevated BP and they tended to have higher serum uric acid levels, consistent with the hypothesis of a causal link, we evaluated the correlation between BP and serum uric acid in children with primary hypertension compared with control children with normal BP. The correlations for uric acid and systolic BP ($r=0.8053$, $P=0.00002$) and uric acid and diastolic BP ($r=0.6606$, $P=0.0006$) are shown in Figure 2. The correlation of serum uric acid with BP is continuous and linear, with a change in uric acid of 1.0 mg/dL corresponding to an increase of 10 mm Hg in systolic BP. A correlation is also present in secondary hypertension between uric acid and SBP ($r=0.4357$ ($P=0.002)$ and between uric acid and DBP ($r=0.3076$ ($P=0.005$) but is weak relative to that in primary hypertension (graphical data not shown).

### GFR Is Not the Determinant of BP or Serum Uric Acid

Although renal insufficiency can lead to both hypertension and hyperuricemia, decreased renal function does not account for the differences between children with normal and elevated BP in this study. The mean corrected GFR was the same for both groups (Table), and no correlation existed between GFR and serum uric acid ($r=0.0407$; Figure 3).

### Obesity, Hyperuricemia, and Hypertension

Obesity has been associated with both hypertension and hyperuricemia; however, obesity could not explain the presence of either condition in these patients. When the mean

---

**Clinical Characteristics of the Study Population**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical Characteristic</th>
<th>Controls (n=40)</th>
<th>Primary Hypertension (n=63)</th>
<th>Secondary Hypertension (n=40)</th>
<th>White Coat Hypertension (n=22)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender, % male</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>67 (0.13)</td>
<td>62 (0.25)</td>
<td>56 (0.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>13.7 ± 3.6</td>
<td>15.0 ± 2.8 (0.06)</td>
<td>12.7 ± 4.1 (0.57)</td>
<td>12.5 ± 3.5 (0.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP, mm Hg*</td>
<td>108 ± 11.4</td>
<td>146 ± 10.7 (0.0002)</td>
<td>139 ± 15.9 (0.00008)</td>
<td>129 ± 9.2 (0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP, mm Hg*</td>
<td>62.4 ± 6.4</td>
<td>82.2 ± 11.2 (0.001)</td>
<td>82.7 ± 12.1 (0.001)</td>
<td>77.1 ± 8.6 (0.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height, cm</td>
<td>158 ± 12.4</td>
<td>166 ± 15 (0.07)</td>
<td>150 ± 18 (0.27)</td>
<td>151 ± 17 (0.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight, kg</td>
<td>57.6 ± 26</td>
<td>86 ± 27 (0.002)</td>
<td>53.4 ± 29 (0.21)</td>
<td>61.6 ± 24 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI percentile</td>
<td>56 ± 26</td>
<td>87 ± 20 (0.0003)</td>
<td>66 ± 37 (0.14)</td>
<td>84 ± 23 (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFR, mL/min/1.73m²</td>
<td>136 ± 30</td>
<td>130 ± 25 (0.22)</td>
<td>132 ± 42 (0.29)</td>
<td>133 ± 31 (0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uric acid, mg/dL</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.8</td>
<td>6.7 ± 1.3 (0.000004)</td>
<td>4.3 ± 1.4 (0.008)</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.7 (0.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>3.8 ± 0.8</td>
<td>6.8 ± 1.1 (0.00009)</td>
<td>4.5 ± 1.3 (0.02)</td>
<td>3.4 ± 0.6 (0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>3.4 ± 0.8</td>
<td>6.4 ± 1.5 (0.0002)</td>
<td>3.9 ± 1.5 (0.08)</td>
<td>3.7 ± 0.7 (0.19)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All blood pressures shown are the mean of casual measurements.
†Blood pressures measured by ambulatory blood pressure monitoring were substantially lower: 113±6.5 and 64±4.7 for mean daytime systolic and diastolic, respectively.

---

**Figure 1.** Box-and-whisker plot of serum uric acid levels in children with hypertensive and normal BP. The mean and SD for serum uric acid levels in children with primary hypertension, secondary hypertension, white-coat hypertension, and normal BP controls are shown. When compared with controls, uric acid levels were significantly higher in children with essential ($P=0.000004$) and secondary ($P=0.008$) hypertension.
BMI percentile (for age and gender) was assessed for each of the diagnostic groups, the link between hyperuricemia and obesity was inconsistent (Table). The children with primary hypertension and white-coat hypertension were quite obese, but only those with true hypertension had elevated serum uric acid levels. In contrast, children with secondary hypertension had modestly elevated uric acid levels, but their BMI was the same as that of the controls. Furthermore, in multiple regression analysis, the contribution of BMI percentile to systolic and diastolic BP was small. Controlling for the effect of BMI percentile as a covariate left a residual correlation between serum uric acid and SBP of \( r = 0.7309 \) (\( P = 0.00004 \)) and between serum uric acid and DBP of \( r = 0.6095 \) (\( P = 0.003 \)).

**Discussion**

In this study, we examined the relation of serum uric acid to BP in newly diagnosed, untreated, childhood hypertension. The study was based on strong epidemiologic data that have linked serum uric acid to hypertension in humans\(^4\)–\(^8,27,28\) and experimental animal data, which suggest that hyperuricemia causes hypertension.\(^9\)–\(^11,29\) The experimental studies further demonstrated that hyperuricemia caused preglomerular vascular disease via a BP-independent pathway,\(^10\) and once vascular changes were established, the hypertension was driven by the kidney, and lowering uric acid levels was no longer protective.\(^11\) The observation from the Framingham study that the correlation of uric acid levels with BP was attenuated in the study population as they aged is consistent with these data.\(^30,31\) We therefore hypothesized that if serum uric acid were important in the genesis of primary hypertension, then the relation would be greatest in the young.

To test this hypothesis, we evaluated 125 children referred for hypertension. Twenty-two children were diagnosed with white-coat hypertension, 40 with secondary hypertension, and 63 with primary hypertension. The children with primary hypertension had, on average, moderately severe systolic hypertension (\( > 15 \) mm Hg; \( > 95 \)th percentile) but only mild diastolic hypertension. The children with secondary hypertension showed a trend toward slightly lower systolic BPs (139 ± 15.9 vs 146 ± 10.7 mm Hg), but the difference did not achieve statistical significance. The modest trend likely reflects the age and height difference between the subjects with primary and secondary hypertension. The finding that there are similar degrees of hypertension in the primary and secondary groups despite the very large difference in serum uric acid values suggests that uric acid is not merely a marker for the severity of hypertension.

To maximize the clinical relevance of the findings, we evaluated the relation between serum uric acid and the diagnostic criteria for hypertension that are most readily available to pediatricians, that of in-clinic BPs. When safe, we also obtained ambulatory BP monitoring data to assist in categorizing the children by type of hypertension; however, because the children were recruited at the time of initial evaluation, some children were sufficiently hypertensive to be at risk if treatment were delayed. Such children did not undergo diagnostic ambulatory monitoring. Sorof and colleagues\(^21\) estimated the probability of white-coat hypertension in the pediatric population as a function of BP index (BPI; the ratio of the child’s casual BP to the \( 95 \)th percentile for the child’s age, height, and gender). As the BPI increased from 1.0 to 1.2, the probability of white-coat hypertension fell from \( 87\% \) to \( 15\% \) and was \( < 5\% \) for a BPI of 1.3. For the 8 children with primary hypertension who did not have ambu-
latory monitoring, their mean systolic BPI was 1.34 (range, 1.29 to 1.44) and for the 19 children with secondary hypertension who did not have ambulatory monitoring, their mean BPI was 1.26 (range, 1.20 to 1.51). The lack of ambulatory monitoring in these children is unlikely to have resulted in a significant rate of misdiagnosis. Furthermore, when correlation analysis was performed only on the children who underwent ambulatory monitoring, the correlation between uric acid and mean (ambulatory) daytime systolic BP was \( r=0.8773 \) for primary hypertension and \( r=0.5123 \) for secondary hypertension. Consequently, the clinically motivated decision to not perform ambulatory BP monitoring on certain patients had little or no effect on the observed relation between primary hypertension and serum uric acid.

Remarkably, the vast majority of children with primary hypertension (89%) had serum uric acid levels >5.5 mg/dL, in contrast to 30% of children with secondary hypertension and none with white-coat hypertension or controls. The relation of serum uric acid with systolic and diastolic BP was continuous and much stronger (\( r=0.8053 \) for systolic BP) than that typically observed in adults.\(^{30,31}\) The increase in serum uric acid level could not be accounted for by differences in GFR, for which there was no correlation, and although the BMI percentile was higher in children with primary hypertension, multiple regression analysis revealed that BMI contributed relatively little to the observed effect of serum uric acid on BP.

Two large studies, the Moscow Children’s Hypertension Study\(^{32}\) and NHANES III,\(^{33}\) have reported an association of serum uric acid with hypertension in children. The Hungarian Children’s Health Study\(^{34}\) also reported that an elevated serum uric acid could predict the development of hypertension in children. Although these studies were quite large, none reported renal function, type of hypertension, severity of hypertension, or other medical diagnoses, making generalization impossible. In a small study of adolescents with primary hypertension, Gruskin\(^{35}\) found that hypertensive children had elevated serum uric acid (mean >6.5 mg/dL) and plasma renin activity. These data are consistent with the current study.

What is the mechanism for the increased serum uric acid level in children with primary hypertension? It is not decreased renal function, because GFR was similar in all groups. Likewise, although elevated uric acid levels are observed in subjects with obesity and hyperinsulinism,\(^{36}\) uric acid levels were not elevated in white-coat hypertensive subjects despite a similar degree of obesity. Finally, decreased renal blood flow, which is a characteristic finding in subjects with hypertension, might result in increased urate reabsorption and an elevation in serum uric acid.\(^{37}\) Hence, one might postulate that an elevated uric acid level might simply reflect the severity of hypertension, rather than contribute to it pathogenetically.

There are, however, several lines of evidence that suggest serum uric acid contributes to hypertension. First, an elevated uric acid is known to independently predict the development of hypertension\(^7,8,34\) and hence, precede hypertension. Second, infusion of uric acid in human subjects causes endothelial dysfunction and impaired vasodilation,\(^38\) known features of essential hypertension. Third, if uric acid were simply a marker, then a similar degree of hyperuricemia in the children with secondary hypertension would be expected, and this was not observed.

Recent experimental studies provide a plausible physiologic mechanism by which increases in serum uric acid might cause hypertension.\(^9,10,29,39\) Uric acid enters vascular smooth muscle cells, where it stimulates mitogen-activated protein kinases, cyclooxygenase 2, and platelet-derived growth factor to induce vascular smooth muscle proliferation and preglomerular arteriolaropathy.\(^10,11,39\) Increased serum uric acid further causes an increase in juxtaglomerular renin production and a decrease in macula densa neuronal nitric oxide synthase expression, and these 2 processes lead directly to increased BP.\(^9\) Once the vascular lesion is established, the rats show salt sensitivity despite correction of their uric acid levels.\(^11\) This is consistent with studies in other experimental models, which show that induction of preglomerular microvascular disease, regardless of etiology, leads to salt-sensitive hypertension.\(^10,40\) The mechanism for the persistent salt sensitivity is thought to be due to the development of renal ischemia, activation of the renin-angiotensin system, leading to renal vasoconstriction, decreased sodium filtration, and increased sodium reabsorption.\(^42\) Other factors, such as a congenital reduction in nephron number,\(^43\) can also enter into this pathway.\(^44\)

**Perspective**

Serum uric acid is strongly correlated with BP in childhood primary hypertension. An elevated or high-normal serum uric acid value >5.5 mg/dL in a child being evaluated for hypertension strongly supports the presence of primary hypertension and essentially excludes white-coat hypertension. The remarkable association of uric acid with BP in childhood is consistent with recent animal model data and the hypothesis that uric acid might have a pathogenic role in the development of hypertension.
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